Survival of the Shadow tribe
By: Matthew Berenguer

PART I

CHAPTER ONE

Chased down a corridor.  
Nowhere to turn.  
The demons are after me.  
Only I can see them.  
They are all white.  
But like shadows.  
Grabbed 
Tossed
Beaten
Blood oozing down my spine
I scream for help
No one in sight
I am alone
I wake up

“It's over.”
“You will die.”
“Your life is over.”
“You are going to die.”
“Your life ended long time ago.”
“You are already dead.”
 
Shut up!  Just shut up!
 
This insistent chanting as I wash my face.  These voices constantly berate and remind me of my mortality.  How I long for silence.  I gaze into the mirror, my eyes are bloodshot from insomnia.  As you can imagine my self-esteem is nonexistent. I have been living with this "melancholic symphony" for a year.  At times, it is difficult to discern between the voices and reality, since both are equally tiresome.  I guess reality does not apply to me, since my perspective is skewed by both the tangible and what doctors maliciously refer to as insanity.  To them I'm just a schizophrenic with delusional tendencies.  Delusional huh? This coming from people who subjugate God for a living.  It is time for my meds.  Today I take in the morning Zyprexa, in the evening it is Risperdal.  The worst part of this affliction are the drugs, which make you feel worse that you actually are.  How about starting your day with a dose of lethargic disconnect?
 
My mornings are routine.  Since I am awake half the night, I'm usually on my feet by 5am.  I am also diabetic, so the early start helps me acclimate to the meds and control my blood sugar; however, keeping a level under 200 is proving to be difficult.  It probably has to do with the anti-psychotics and also the fact that I don't exercise and am overweight.  As a person dependent on routine, my environment cannot deviate.  One misplaced step and I am exposed to uncertainty.  Though I strive to ensure this principle, I find that my sense of time is diminishing.  It's difficult to explain, but what used to take seconds now translates into minutes and vice versa.  It is especially evident this morning, as I am now seven minutes late.  Hastily gathering my things, I head towards the train.  On my way, the voices are growing more fervent.  The meds have not kicked in.  To ensure focus, I set the volume control on my iPod to its highest.  I don't give a damn about my hearing.
 
I study at a local community college.  My major is undecided as I cannot figure out what to do, other than maintain a B grade point average.  It's five to 9 and almost time for my freshman writing class, one of the few things I enjoy.
 
I hurry to class, but make a quick stop to the lounge for a cup of pneumatically dispensed coffee.  The usual clamor of students is absent.  Not a person in site, but who makes their 9am class anyway?
 
As I approach the classroom, a routine soliloquy commences. 
 
“Death is coming.”
“You’re life is over.”
“Death is coming.”
“You’re life is over.”
“Death is coming.”
“You’re life is over.”
 
My focus shifts to the classroom door, which is slightly open.  Aside from the light seeping from the hallway, the room is silent and dark.  I flip the light switch and the hum of the incandescent lights comfort me, until the last flicker into illumination reveals the aftermath of devastation.
 
My first encounter with death is in its most gruesome display.  Human remains are scattered everywhere.  The linoleum floor is smeared with organic clumps of matter and bodily fluids.  This was no innocent glace at an automobile wreck or homicide scene, but a full disposition of gore.  The fear is so overwhelming.  My body pulsates from the loss of pressure, then the cold, I am so cold!  I drop to the ground, as if struck by some object, but I am not dead.  The onset of shock is suddenly abated by a scalding sensation emanating from my hips and legs.  I spilled the coffee on myself when I fell.  The pain is unbearable, but enough to regain focus.  My mental condition is fragile, and the voices are taking full advantage.  There is too much noise, yet not one vibration emanating from this building.  The school is completely devoid of life.  Call, call...I need to call someone.  The police? No, they'll immediately blame me.  It's too suspicious that I am the only survival of another campus massacre.  Nonsense, I have to call out, someone needs to know that I am here.  My cell phone is functioning, but no signal.  Paranoia overwhelms, I succumb.

Oh my god!  I reach the public safety office.  There is usually someone there.  The walls had cracks in it.  I enter and see everything is in disarray.  My blood pressure elevates and I start panting.  “Is anyone there?”  Where is everyone?  Is this some kind of terrorist attack?  Why are everyone missing and my fellow students decapitated.  I see a phone on on top of the desk unscathed.  I call home and then my Mom’s work.  Both are busy.  I feel a rush with paranoia, what if I am the next victim?

“Hello?” I shake in fear.  

A shadow entity appears.  “Orion, you are needed.”

“I am not Orion… I am just a student.  My name is Ronald.  Did you do this?”

I blink my eyes expecting the hallucination to disappear but they don’t.  The shadow is large, reaching the ceiling.  He is holding a large cracked sword.  I am petrified.  There is no way this shadow beast is real.  It feels like a fairy tale of some sorts.  I try to rationalize the situation.  I take my anti-psychotics and my insulin but this reality persists.  I did not have much sleep last night.  Yes, it must be the lack of sleep.  Now my subconscious is out of control.

I put my hand out and press it against the shadow.  It is ice cold.  When I retracted my hand, a black substance came out.  Either I have lost my sanity or I am still dreaming.  This emotion is too vivid to be a dream.  This entity may have killed everyone.

“Who are you?”

“I am the gatekeeper linking your world with mine.  The world of shadows.”

“What do you want with me?”

“You can hear the voices from the shadows.  They’re crying out for a savior. You Orion are that savior.  Your illness is not a tragedy but a gift and that gift is why you are leaving this world and coming into mine.  There is a force called Light.  The light is bringing luminosity into our world.  Only your powers can save our people.”

“Who am I?  I am nobody.  I can’t think or do anything right.  I have diabetes and schizophrenia.  I do not have such powers.”

“By the mere fact that you can see me is evident of your growing powers. I was sent here to find you.”

“Did you kill everyone in my class?”

“No. A demigod from the light killed them.  We shadow are pacifists by nature but members of the House of Zyuu can defend ourselves. The light have captured most my brethren, I am all that is left of the House of Zyuu.  You are needed to cure us of this pandemic.  These light legionaries are contaminating our world.  Only you can stop them.”

“How will I survive in your world?  I need medications.”  The entity placed a shadow over my body.

“Don’t worry, all will be provided.  Please check your sugar.” I take out my meter.  Prick my finger and put blood in the test strip.  I wait 5 seconds, for the results.

“It’s 100?  How is this possible?  Did you do this?”

“The shadow have remarkable healing powers.  Now I did you a favor you do us a favor.  I will hold off the beast while you go through the gate.”  

“What’s your name?”

“It’s Hyaku zyuu ni.  But you can call me Kurio.”  The shadow grabs hold of me.  A white shinny bull like creature with several sharp bloody horns breaks through one of the walls and starts charging at us.  All of a sudden, 12 shadow entities appear and block the bull’s path.  

“We don’t have much time.  Hurry through the gate.”  I jumped through the gate as I see the light demigod smash through all the shadow entities and ram into Kurio. 

CHAPTER TWO

I wake up.  I am lying on the ground.  There are colors everywhere.  Blue, violet, pink, red, and many others.  Everything looks bright and puffy like marshmallows.  Everything is round-shaped.  The sky is orange and hardly any shadows.  Light is coming from all directions and I see no shadows but a few.  I hear a whistling noise and some Gregorian chanting in the distance.  I wondered what my blood sugar was and I check my sugar and it was still 100.  I check my bag and take out some risperdal and ingest two tablets.  I can’t afford to lose my sanity in this place.  I start to feel excited that I am in a new world to explore all by myself.  There are black shadows crumpled up and etching across the surfaces of the floors.

I see a shadow the size of my hand with two white eyes.  It is a humanlike shaped shadow.  It had bandages and was wearing a small umbrella.  “Hello Stranger.  This is what the light has done to our world.  We can’t fight the light.  We shrivel up and vanish.  Only you, our savior can help us.”

“You know me?”

“Why yes!  Everyone knows you.  Just head to town and meet Unahara.  He is the local sheriff and he should be able to fill you in on our plans.”

A surge of strength coursed through my body and I hop up and start looking around.  I look up and see a gigantic rainbow colored sphere with a grinning face with light targeting many places down below.  I see in the distance, a black woods and city not turned to light yet.  There seems to be a weakening force field that is deflecting the light from that area.  That must be my destination.  Kurio was a shadow so that must be his home.  I wonder if Kurio is all right.  I must find this Unahara person.  He can probably fill me in on what is going on here.  If the light and dark are at war, from the looks of the countryside, the shadow is losing.

I hear some screaming.  I rush over a hill and see below a small shadow village being destroyed by flash lights.  “Don’t let any of them go!  They are needed for extraction!” said one of the guards.  It seems as though the shadow people and buildings vanish as light touches the surface.  The umbrellas are set ablaze and everyone is running in different directions.  The shadow villagers are being sucked into a vacuum-like device.  It is utter hell.  I have no weapons, there is nothing I can do.  I must find Unahara at any cost to see if I can help the shadow people.

As I walk, an elongated shadow comes out from behind me and starts infecting the light around it.  Darkness starts spreading as I walk through the colorful forest.  I hear low voices shouting.  I look down and behind me and I see an army of small humanlike shadows the size of hands marching and following me.  They are yelling and I can’t make out what exactly they are saying but they seem to be happy.

“Who’s there?”

We reach an open field and I see a gigantic white armored warrior with a large sword blocking the path.  “It’s time to die.”  The light races toward me and slashes my chest.  I am tossed to the floor.  The dark little shadows run in all directions screaming.  “I see you are not from around here.  Where did you come from?  Why are you here?  You look human, are you from Earth?  If you are from Earth, how did you get here? Who helped you?  The shadow tribe?”

 Blood oozes out of me as I stagger to stand and the light turns around and stops dancing and laughing.  Am I going to die?  “If you won’t answer me, then you shall die!”

If only I had a weapon.  I picked up a stone and threw it at the white knight.  He starts laughing, “is that all you got?  Such a pity.”  I look down and see the little shaking shadows holding a black branch.  “Thanks.”  I take the stick and the shadows run away to hide.”What do you plan on doing with that twig?  It cannot stand the force of my sword!”

I hold the stick and charge at the white knight.  I stab the knight and it drops its sword.  The stick transformed into a lance.  “I will not die.  Baker give me strength!”  A rainbow shines on the knight and his wound heals.  It charges at me again and we stab each other.

Kurio appears from behind and slices the white knight in half.  He looked badly injured. It seems that white bull did more damage then I expected.  His shadow is shriveled up and deformed.  Kurio was breathing very hard and was shaking uncontrollably.  His eyes were blood shot and he slowly put his blade on the floor.  The little shadows picked it up and carried it away.  “We must hurry Orion.  More are on the way. ”

A black door appears and opens up.  The door is made from black wood and has ash on the doorknob and there are yellow streaks of light etched across the surface.  Inside is darkness.  We go through it.

CHAPTER THREE

Everything is pitch black.  I see yellow shiny veins in the people and buildings.  They are huddled up in small groups.  There are some who are piling black soil and wood on the protective walls.  These walls are flickering black and rainbow.  Little workers are cutting down trees and building small houses.  Everything looks so different from the light world.  Everything is jagged and angular.  There are sharp points shinning yellow from all the geometric buildings.  There are rectangles, triangles, octagons, and many other quadrilaterals.  While the light had rounded and soft buildings, the dark have angular and geometric structures.

“This way Orion.”

A legion of small shadow entities follows me.  They are mimicking me, the way I walk.  All of us are marching toward to a large pyramid.  There is a balcony and on there is a skinny elongated warrior with broad shoulders and a yellow skeletal mask.  His veins are orange.  We approach and an elevator lifts us up to him.

“You guys can go home now.  Don’t need to follow me.”  They huddle up pressing their bodies into my legs.  I can’t move.  I trip and fall.  The legion screams and runs in all directions.

“Unahara, this is the Orion”

“Well hello Orion.  I am Unahara.  You must be tired.  I have prepared a bed for you to sleep in and recover your senses.  Before you go to bed, however I suggest to have dinner.  I know it must have been difficult your journey.  After you gain some vitality I will inform you of our mission.  Now please go rest we are not currently in danger.”  I take his advice and try to find the cafeteria.

I enter a dark pointed cavern.  It is filled with shadow people rubbing charcoal-like substance on their bodies.  I sit down and a face appears out from behind.  “What would you like to have?”  My legionnaires surround me on all sides of the table and start screaming. A waiter drops coal on them and all of them start dancing, cheering, and bathing.  I couldn't read the menu.  Instead of letters and words there are dots of different shapes and forms.  “I will have the main menu today.”  I wait and see that everyone is bathing in food.  Smoke is everywhere.  I struggle to breathe.  “Here you are sir.   Enjoy!”  I take a bite and I immediately spit it out.  It was very bitter and tasted like dirt.  A fat ghost beside me appears and tells me, “you rub it on your body.  Try some.”  I start rubbing myself with the food and immediately my scar from earlier heals and I feel full.  I check my sugar and its 130.  I take some insulin to counteract the food I bathed in.  It was a rough estimate but I think I was close to the right amount.  Somehow their food is more like soap and water in Earth.  I am astounded.  I leave completely famished and head toward my room with directions given to me by the waiter.

I walk toward a room with a huge bed.  The legion that follows me runs by and hops on the bed.  I slowly get on it too.  “Okay guys let’s get some sleep.”

Anxiety and fear
A storm is brewing within
Hurricanes, typhoons, cyclones, you name it
Trembling within and alone
Grab my banner
Plant it in the ground
Sit and breathe
Water, Water
Ocean, Ocean
Calm, Calm
Everything is going to be okay
See the world through third eye
Put things in perspective
Gain some composure
Breathe and relax
God is here
Everything is possible and fixable
The world is not only utter hell but serene peace
Breathe and realize
Everything is part of his plan
Carry the banner onwards
Never give up!

After some meditation I doze off to sleep.

Two white humanlike figures
Two demons
Two light silhouettes
Glaring at me
Charging at them
Crash
Chasing
Screaming
Wake up startled
Anxious
Hearing voices
Tossing and turning
Giggling 
Insomnia
Toss and turn
Can’t sleep
Demons after me

Wake up, conscious
Laying on my bed
Can’t feel legs or move
Fighting to move
Can’t
Scared
Is this the end?
A bolt of lightning
Flows throughout body
Light opens up
Hear screaming voice
My body shakes
Lightning continues
I fight
FINALLY I MOVE!

CHAPTER FOUR

Where am I?  I am still a bit of drowsy.  Tired I slowly stand.  I look outside and see nothing but yellow wiggly lines painted across the dark landscape.  I grab my bag and my lance and head out to find Unahara.  I see Unahara down below instructing some shadow.

“Hello Unahara.”

“Hello Orion.  That will be enough for today.  Everyone dismissed.”

“Before we begin, you need to go on a spiritual journey.  I have prepared the lesson myself and it should erase any anxiety you may have.  Please sit down and we shall begin.  I will put you to sleep when you awake the journey will begin.”

The crack of dawn
Alone
Insomnia
Stressed out
No one in sight
Standing on a shadowy bridge
Dark waterfall below
Contemplating suicide
I close my eyes
Hiking up a hill
Skyscrapers everywhere
Empty Streets
Reach the top
A bonfire
A scull of smoke 
A cave
An old man wearing grey rags
What should I do?
Keep going
I leave
A gigantic medieval gate
Two heavily armored white giants 
Holding large swords 
Surrounding both sides of the gate
The door opens up
I followed his advice

I went to see Unahara immediately.  On my way there, I ran into Kurio who was sipping tea at the entrance to the pyramid.

“Hi Orion.  I guess you’re wondering what mess you got yourself into.  We were not always enemies.  There was a time when we were more of like brothers or opposites.  There was a world of light where innovation and brilliance.  Then there was shadow, darkness and contemplation.  We never really talked.  We kept our distance because we knew we couldn’t intermingle.  The light secretly came to our world and started abducting our citizens.  They started experimenting on us and figured out a way to defend against the shadow.  As time passed, more and more of our people were taken and our landscape started reflecting the light and not the shadow.  The light just want our world and not our people.  It’s a genocide.  But we developed tools to fight against them.”

Kurio continued, “you currently have no power over your legion but I found a way for you to get command over them.  It has been passed down generation to generation to the leader of House of Zyuu.  You need this more then I do.  You have the ability to resurrect and create shadow spirits.  They are created uncontrollably and you should use this device to dampen your powers.  Can’t sneak into the rainbow world with a trail of shadows behind you.”  

Kurio hands me a small square like device that has a huge button in the center.  It reads on.  He continues, “your shadow clan followed you and helped you when you needed them.   By simply using this device you can create a small army in a matter of seconds.  Oh, I almost forgot.  This device is also an amplifier.  You won’t be creating a munchkin army like last time. With this device, the shade amplifier, you should be able to amass a human size battalion.”

Kurio continues, “The light and shadow worlds directly influence Earth.  Once light has defeated dark, there will not be night only day.  Everyone in Earth will feel tired and won’t be able to sleep.  Then the light will invade your world, Earth and suck the vital nutrients from it.  So if you cannot defeat the light now, you can say goodbye to ever returning home or for there to be a future for anyone on Earth.”

“Thanks Kurio.” I enter the pyramid and I see Unahara.

“What did you see?”

“I saw an empty city and a cave and a guru and a large gate.”

“What was his answer?”

“Keep going and don’t run from destiny.”

“Now that that is finished let’s talk about your mission.”

CHAPTER FIVE
 
“It’s time for you to go.  Our force field will not hold another week so you must travel to stop them in time.  I have an assistant who will accompany you to the rainbow world.  In order to bring balance to the world of shadow, light and Earth, you must destroy the array that is shooting light conversion beams to our shadow planet and people.  Her name is Ana Dark.  She is human like yourself and should not shrivel up in the light as you journey to stop the light.  Ana!”

A woman arrived.  She had white hair and was wearing a grey cloak.  “Yes sir! “

“Guide him and protect him.”

“Yes sir!  Orion, we will be leaving now.”

Unahara gave me a controller and whispered, “This is the psyche basher. Take it and it will conceal your presence from light infantry and commoners.  It will also allow you to probe the minds of the captured.  Keep this from Ana.  Don’t let her know about it.  Just in case okay?”  As we left the shadow realm and entered the light, there were no small shadow people following.  

“I have to thank you for saving that many people from a light grave.  They have returned to their families and are bolstering our defenses, Orion.”

“Where are we heading?”

“Toward the rainbow planet.”

As we walked, we got further and further into a rainbow forest.  There were colors everywhere and the animals looked surprisingly happy.  There was a bright pink river with neon-rounded fish swimming upstream.  Gold eagles flew in the sky.  Purple ants collected orange leaves.  It looked so harmonious.  Not a hell like Kurio painted it.  We reached a town.  Again, the town had round balls for buildings and wavy hills surrounding it.  Everyone was drinking a black tea and were talking.  Nobody noticed us.  We blended right in.

“Wait here. I will go and inquire how to get to rainbow world.  Just don’t do anything stupid. They won’t harm humans unless they see them interacting and helping the shadow tribe.”  Ana left my side and entered a large Tavern at the outskirts of town.

“Right.  I will just wait here.”

A white knight marched through the town and posted up a wanted sign.  It had my picture on it.  It read, “Wanted shadow sympathizer.”

My arm shook and I grabbed my lance and stood erect.  I was ready.  I looked around. Nobody noticed me.  The white knight entered the tavern where Ana was.  

Ana emerged and had two tickets.  “Here we go!  Let’s wait over here where the sky train is going to get us.  Oh I forgot, here is some sky money so you can buy things when we get there.”

“How did you get sky money?”

“I have my connections.”

I was feeling wobbly and light headed so I check my blood sugar again.  It is 48.  I ate a cookie and took my long acting insulin.  The train arrived.  It is a silver bullet.  Large windows and doors cover the sides.  100 white knights exit the train and no one but Ana and me are boarding.  The seats are fluffy and air is cool.  There is a food dispenser and I buy another cookie just in case.

CHAPTER SIX

“Where are we headed?”

“The Crystal Capital.  It is the heart of the light people.  We should have no problem getting there.  But once where there we are going to have to disguise ourselves.  Luckily I brought some light clothes to disguise you.  You should put it on now since where the only ones on this train heading to the capital.”  

I change my clothes.  I put the yellow cloak on.  It feels soft and cool.  The train ride was smooth and comfortable. I could see us going right toward the rainbow smiling face in the sky. Everything below looked like a square colored shaped quilt.  The clouds were light red. 

Ana explained, “our mission is to destroy the array.  It’s not going to be easy but with your clothes it should be easy to blend in.  The array should be somewhere in the capital.  Once its destroyed, the light people will have nothing to stop the darkness.  Get some rest, it should be another 5 hours before we get to rainbow planet.”  I stretched out my legs and used my bag for a pillow.  I fell asleep.

Running
Panting
Running
See a multicolored person
Surrounded
In a dungeon
Covered in black
Cries out for help
A dark woman turns into light
Throws a dagger
I am stabbed and on the floor
All dark people turn rainbow colored
I wake up

We land on the rainbow planet.

“Your Life is over!”
“You will die!”
“She is a spy.”
“Your Life is over!”
“You will die!”
“She is a spy.” 
“Your Life is over!”
“You will die!”
“She is a spy.”

I try to ignore the voices.  We land and we exit the train.

“When did you get involved in this war?”

“Since I was very young.  My parents were killed during the light and dark war.  I joined the dark side to avenge my parents’ death.  Okay here we are.”

We were surrounded.  “Take him away.” I press the off switch on the shade amplifier and 12 shadow knights appear.  They charge at the white guards and I race away down an alley.  I see a clothing store and I enter it to hide.  I purchase some sky clothes to disguise myself.  I wore an all white suit with a cloak.  I discard my clothes that Ana bought me. I guess I am alone.

“Head toward the palace.”
“You will find your answer there.”
“Trust no-one”
“Head toward the palace.”
“You will find your answer there.”
“Trust no-one”
 “Head toward the palace.”
“You will find your answer there.”
“Trust no-one”

I see the palace.  It is a large golden pillar with thousands of windows.  As I walk toward the palace I see everything is orderly.  I reach the Crystal Capital Palace.  I turn the psyche basher on and I disappear.  I sneak in and hide from everyone’s view.

CHAPTER SEVEN

A white moose is standing guard.  I creep up behind him.  I put my lance next to his neck and pinch his neck.  

“Tell me… who’s in charge here?”

“Baker, he is a camel man.  All report to him.”

“How do I turn off the array?”

“Only high personnel know where the array control room is.  No one below rank of commander knows.”

“Thanks.”  I put the lance down and let go of my grip on his neck, “We did not have this conversation.  Understand!”

I am walking through a corridor and I start feeling faint and dizzy.  My blood sugar is 32.  I haven’t eaten in awhile and I am feeling a little disoriented.  Guess a single cookie is too little based on how much I was walking.  Everyone is wearing white so I deactivate my controller.  I walk up to a guard and ask, “do you know where I can get something to eat? I am new here and I don’t know my way.”

“You don’t look from around here.  What’s your unit?”

“I just transferred here.”

“Then you should get changed.  If the warden finds you dressed like that it won’t be good for you. Don’t worry the dresser is just beyond this door.”  I follow the knight and I put on a white armor suit.

“So where’s the cafeteria?”

“Don’t know your way?  It’s okay newbie let’s look at the map.”  The guard points to a large architectural map.  “See we are here, you need to get there.  It’s only a few yards away.  Just follow this corridor on your left and you should be there in no time.”

I walk up to a vendor and I purchase a rainbow colored meal of god knows what.”  I sit down next to another gorilla-like man and I see a wanted poster on the wall with my face on it.

“No need to look so stiff.  Take off the mask.”

“You never know what can happen.  There’s a maniac on the loose.  What if he spots me from behind and whacks me on the head?  What would the warden do?”

“Okay.  Newbie.  I give you a week to loosen up.”  I start eating the food and immediately I am filled with energy.  The food is dipped in sugar most likely.  It tasted like candy, meat, and flour.  My stomach turned into a knot.  I fall on the floor and start vomiting.

“Hey newbie, you alright. I know the food isn’t that good… I’ll get a nurse to check you out.”

“No, it’s alright I can stand it must have been that black tea that I had earlier.”

“Yeah that’s for sure.  That infernal medicine made me vomit the first time too.  They say it’s to fight off diseases.  I just don’t believe it.  I think it’s more of building up one’s endurance to pain.”

“Well I got to go, thanks partner.”

“Hey what’s your name?”

“Call me Ronald.”  I step out of the cafeteria and enter the bathroom to clean the vomit off my disguise.

I pass by a rainbow colored room. I see black souls being sucked up tubes and dissolving.  There is a white knight in front of an organic panel.

I turn on the mind control.  “What are you doing?”

The knight turns around, “I am in control of sucking up the souls of the shadow tribe.  They are sucked in our machine and are converted into light particles.  These particles are then fed to our men so they can withstand going on the shadow planet.  There are many diseases and this soup that we create improves our immune system so that we can take over the shadow realm.”

“Thank you.”  I deactivate the psyche basher and exit without being seen.

I walk a few flights up and I start hearing screaming.  I peak through the door and notice it is a prison.  All the shadows are locked inside a rainbow force field.  They look shriveled up and deformed by the light.  There are two guards.  They are holding flash lights and are pointing them at the prisoners.  I watch as they interrogate the prisoners and use their magic.  “Let’s call it a day,’ one of the guards leave.  The other starts reading a rainbow book.  I walk in.  I spot the remaining guard, “Hey How are you?”

“Shift is early today?”

“Yeah I was sent by the warden.  You may go.”  The guard leaves.

I turn my attention towards the inmates.  “Hello, I’m…”

“Go to hell!  We will never give in!  You mine as well kill us!  We won’t tell you how to get beyond the force field of shadow tribe.”

“Shh, relax, I am someone from the shadow tribe.  My name is Orion”

“The shadow tribe huh?  Is this some joke?  Are you trying to find a new way to interrogate us?”

“Look…” I show him the square like device Kurio gave me.”

“So you’re from the House of Zyuu.  How’s Kurio doing?  I am San zyuu nana.  He is Ni zyuu go, Roku zyuu yon, and Nana zyuu roku.  We are from the House of Zyuu, the defenders of shadow tribe.”  

The guard returns, “shut up in there, you stupid wards of the state!  Your shift is up.  You may go.”  I look at the battered bodies that are almost dissolved and I whisper to them, “I am going to bust you guys out.  I will come back for you!”

I walk and duck inside a huge hall.  I see Ana Dark wearing white knight armor.  She is talking to a white camel-like person.  “Ana Dark reporting.  Commander Baker, my infiltration of the shadow world was successful. I learned how to deactivate the force field.  The shadow tribe won’t last another day or so.  I have also learned about their savior.  They call him Orion and he is from Earth.  I don’t think he is a threat and he will probably get caught very quickly.  He is wearing a yellow cloak which should be easily spotted by our guards.  No one wears anything yellow these days.  He knows nothing of this world and he does not know how to blend into our society or know its customs.  I believe he is insignificant.”

The camel replies, “Good.  We have alerted all our guardians of the Orion.  He should be caught any moment now.  He does not stand a chance.  I just placed new security at the entrance to the castle.  He should not be able to get inside.   Very well, Ms. Dark, you may go to the ready room and plant the code into our systems to deactivate the shield.”

“Very well commander.  Good day.”

I follow Ana Dark up several flights of stairs.  She exits the stairway and walks into a large auditorium with a large view screen showing the shadow tribe’s last city.  Ana gives one of the guards a card.  “Input this into the light array.  The shadow tribe should only last a day or two under these new calculations.  I must go now.” Ana leaves.  I follow Ana into a small room that has white tables with shriveled up shadows on it.  I turn off the psyche basher.

“You spy!”  I grab her from behind and hold my lance at her face.  “So you managed to get this far.  Everyone is looking for you.  There’s nothing you can do to stop the destruction of the shadow tribe.”

“Was everything a lie?  How about your parents? Was their fate a lie too?”

“No, they were fools who believed in the shadow tribe and look where it got them.  If you’re going to kill me, do it now.”

“No I won’t kill you but you’re going to tell me how to deactivate the array.”

“You think I would do that?”

“No you don’t have to!”  I turned on the psyche basher.

“What are you … yes what question do you need answered?”

“How do I destroy the array?”

“Go to the array command room and turn the array to maximum charge. The password is KSDH67.  It is unstable on maximum charge and should destabilize.  However if fired at the shadow tribe at that high level it will obliterate them and not convert them to the light.”

“Thanks, Ana.”  I punch her in the stomach and tire her up.  I left and headed toward the array command room.  I turn the psyche basher on to be invisible.  I enter the room and go toward the console and I input the password and put the charge to maximum.  I hear a loud cry and I shut the door.  INTRUDER ALERT!  INTRUDER ALERT!  EVERYONE TO THE ARRAY!

The door blasts open.  Four white knights appear.  “Time to die Orion” Ana appears holding a blade.  “Stand back, I will handle this!”  “Yes madam!”  The white knights step back and block the exit.  I press the off switch on the shade amplifier and 12 shadow knights appear and overwhelm the white guards.  The shadow knights barricade the door as more white soldiers are marching toward the array.

If I keep them busy I should be able to destabilize the array.  Ana and I both swing. Miss.  Swing.  Clash.  Swing.  Clash.  Swing.  I turn invisible.

“I was wondering how you got in there.  I guess Unahara did not completely trust me.  To hide such an insidious device in the hands of their savior, Unahara is very clever.
  
“Yeah he warned me about you.  He never truly trusted you.  He must have known you were a spy.  I knew you were one.”  I stab her in the arm.

“Fight me like a man you coward hiding won’t save your life.  When this array blows up everyone in the palace will die! Turn off the array and I may spare your life.  If you want to live.”

“Nothing you say will deter me from this.  I knew I was going to die.”  I deactivate the psyche basher and I dive toward her.  I stab her in the stomach and she stabs me in the hand.  

“Goodbye Orion.”  

“Bye Ana.”

An explosion.  The white soldiers break open the door and as they charge in they collapse under the falling ceiling.  The few remaining white soldiers fight with the lingering shadow knights as I race out of the room.  I go down a few flights and enter the prison quarters.  No one is there and everything is shaking.  I turn off the field and rally up all the shadow captives.  We all exit and I see a shuttle with a white knight entering.  I grab him and tell him, “Take me to the shadow realm!”

CHAPTER EIGHT

The array explodes.  The whole palace destabilizes and implodes.  The rainbow light begins to vanish from the dark world.  The rainbow planet leaves orbit and disappears into outer space.  Unahara laughs and cheers with everyone.  The little shadow people dance and sing.  The world is turning completely pitch black with streaks and veins of many different colors.  

“He did it!  Orion did it!”

Kurio rushes in, telling Unahara, “we found someone on the beach.  He looks badly injured. 

Unahara leaves the party and starts walking down a dark beach.  He finds some emaciated shadow tribesman and the Orion His clothes burnt and his body battered up.

San zyuu nana told Unahara, “We did all we could to preserve his life.”

Unahara faces Orion,  “Did we win?”

“Yeah, Orion we did.”

“Great.”

“Bravo.”

PART II

CHAPTER NINE

The House of Zyuu members pick me up and transport me to a hospital.  My body is stroked with coal and smelly oils.  My health quickly recovers.  Kurio visits,  “hey Orion. You had me worried.  But I knew you were strong enough to withstand the light infantry.”

“Are we safe now?  Has balance been restored?”

“Not exactly.  Here take a look at this.”  Kurio brings out a television set.  He turns it on and it is very bright.  Kurio hides behind a large umbrella.

“Hello, people of shadow tribe. I am Baker.  Leader of the light tribe.  I have come to inform you that your latest stunt to destroy our array may have succeeded but we have an interstellar fleet heading toward your world and that of Earth.  If you surrender now, we may spare your life and you may service us.  However, this time if you oppose us again we shall annihilate all of your kind.  Baker out.”

“What can we do?”

“We have a sister planet in our solar system.  They are highly advanced technologically and if we need to we can call on them for help.  We already are amassing a small vessel recaptured from the rainbow light infantry.”

“Why didn’t they help you?”

“They were strong enough to repel the light but decided it was not in their interest to help us.”

Unahara enters.  “I’m sure you heard from Kurio what is at stake here.  Our telescopes have pin pointed the location of the light battle fleet.  Since you are Orion our sister tribe known as the Chrysalis may listen to you.  The Chrysalis manufactured most of the technologies you are using. Once again we need your help.  Our small vessel we have constructed will only buy you some time but it cannot hold off the light forever.”

I exit the hospital and head toward the interstellar shadow shipyards.  Everything is black and the veins are colored blue.  There is one carrier and it looks like circular hotdogs with spikes extruding from all sides.  I see Kurio talking to some cadets.  They appear to be more survivors from the House of Zyuu.

“Hey Orion, come over here.  This is Kyuu zyuu kyuu, my fiancé.  We are going to you get to the Krystal homeworld.  It may seem like a suicide mission but if it can buy us some time, it will be worth it.  Kyoo zyuu kyoo hands me a star shaped dagger.  “Use this to communicate with the Chrysalis.”  They both disappear behind a mass of shadow workers.

I board one of the cruisers. San zyuu nana shouts to me, “Hey Orion!  You will be coming with me.  I don’t know much about the Chrysalis.  But my orders are for you to be transported to their world.”

Unahara shouts to me, “Orion, this is your ship, I have laid in a route.  You should get there in a few months.  This baby, Muzukashi 105 has enough firepower to deflect most of the light fleet. I will stay here and bolster our defenses.  Most of everyone is against violence so I have ordered the House of Zyuu to assist me in the training of our people.  Good luck!”

CHAPTER TEN

I see Kurio on the bridge, “Before we engage let me introduce you to our crew.  I am second in command.  Kyuu zyuu kyuu is chief medical officer.  San Zyuu nana is tactical.  Sasquash is navigation and communication control.  We also have 50 engineers onboard and ready. Chief of engineering is Co Co who is in the engineering room.”

I sit down on the center chair, “Alright everyone!  Launch!”  Everything shakes.  We slowly enter orbit.

“Captain, we have spotted a dilapidated space station.”

“Take us in.  Perhaps we can find something in there.”

Kurio responds, “That space station used to be shadow but was captured by the light.  There may be some shadow left in the space station.”

Sasquash explains, “I see there are several lifeforms aboard, light and shadow.”

I command, “Let’s dock and see what we can find.  Kurio, San Zyuu nana come with me.”  We head down a narrow corridor and reach an exit point.  “I want this exit guarded.  Only let us in no one else.”  San zyuu nana hands me and Kurio plasma weapons.
We start walking through a maze.  Wall after wall, room after room, emptiness with a smell of bodily waste and perfume.  We reach a door that is bolted shut.  Kurio punches in some digits and the door slowly opens.  What is through this door.  My anxiety rises.  I take some Zyprexa.  Blood everywhere,  Black blood and light blood scatter across the room.  We creep forward with shaking hands.  All of a sudden a blob jumps from the ground and onto Kurio.  We fire our plasma and the creature disintergrates.  “The thing was both shadow and light, captain.”  We started hearing more slithering and we start running back to the ship.

“This place is death itself.  We don’t have enough firepower to stop them.” Hundreds of blobs start rushing at us.

“OPEN THE GATE!”

The door opens and we rush in.  The blobs also follow and engulfs one of the guards.  The door is hut and we vaporize the two blobs that got aboard.  We reach the bridge and disengage from the station.

“Captain, sensors are picking up that this station is heading on a collision course with shadow world.

“Destroy it.”  Muzukashi fires several beams and the station destabilizes and blows up.  The blobs float in space and freeze and shatter.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

We approach the rainbow world.  It is in total disarray.  The houses are burning and ash is everywhere.  We see shadow troops dancing and killing everything in sight.  The streets are empty.  “Captain?”

“Hail them.”

“Yes captain,” Sasquash hails the planet.

A fat shadow picks up the call, “Yes, shadow! Hey guys!  Like what we did to the place?  Serves them right.”

“We may have won the battle, but this is no honorable deed you are doing there.  You want the shadow to become the light?”

“No sir.  But we did find something strange here.  Most of the light have left this godforsaken planet but there are these strange blobs that are appearing.  They killed half of the prison shadows left for hell.”
“Those monsters are not to be taken for granted.  We must evacuate the planet.  Do you have a way to get off their planet?”

“There is one frigate and it should be enough to get the shadow on this planet off.”

“Good, we will assist if you need anything.”

The alarm sounds and everywhere is flashing red and white.  Everyone is ordered to evacuate.  The few light left try to stop the shadow with remote controlled blobs.  But they were overrun by the sheer magnitude of shadow trapped on the planet.

The frigate leaves and so do we.

Kyuu zyuu kyuu comments, “How is the destruction of Rainbow planet is going to affect the balance of the worlds?”

“We will worry about the balance of the worlds when we stop Baker.”

CHAPTER TWELVE 

“It’s the battle fleet, five battleships, three carriers, and four frigates.  They are on a direct course toward us.”

“Arm and get ready.”

Muzukashi fires beams and torpedoes at one of the frigates.  The frigate explodes.  Two carriers rush up next to Muzukashi and launch twelve missiles at the decks.

San Zyuu nana cries, “there are breaches on several levels.  We lost engineering room and the quarters are taken.”

I reassure everyone, “Don’t worry we are not dead yet.”  I walk over to tactical and set it to fire everything at two of the carriers.”  San zyuu nana objects, “Sir if we do that we will blow out our weapons and compromise our shields!”  Muzukashi fires and two carriers explode.  

“Abandon ship!  This is your captain’s orders!”  Muzukashi heads down toward a frozen satellite planet.  There are no life-forms on the planet.  The light battle fleet breaks off pursuit.  One frigate remains in orbit.  

We crash into a mountain of ice.  There is debris everywhere.  Life support was compromised on many floors.  I stagger to get up.  Kurio stands and he picks up Kyuu zyuu kyuu.  “Our first task is to retake the ship.  Then we will commence with the repairing.”

San zyuu nana explains, “Weapons are offline not sure how long it will take to get it operational.  However, our torpedoes are on a different system.  They are separate from the ship’s systems.  If we get one of them operational we can take down that frigate.”

Kyuu zyuu kyuu coughs really hard, starts accessing the computer and says, “Half the crew are either severely injured or missing.”

Co Co’s voice comes on the intercom, “Captain you alright?”

“Yes Co Co.  I am alright.  What is your status?”

“All the ghosts in engineering are gone.  The invaders sucked them up in some kind of vacuum.  They just left engineering and they are going through each deck.  They plan on using Muzukashi for spare parts after the crew is captured.”  We leave the bridge and start walking down the corridor and put on some biohazard space suits.  

“How much time until we reach the torpedo bay?”

San zyuu nana explains, “It should be not far from here.  WHOA!”  We dive and hide as a light battalion moves by the corridor.  They exit and go up the stairs.  We come out of hiding and continue south toward the torpedo bay.

There were bodies everywhere.  Shriveled up black shadows.   We took their deactivated weapons and activated them.  Kurio rejoiced, “Now we can teach those light bastards who controls Muzukashi!”  We shout, “YEAH!”

“Who said that?”  We hide.  “I know you’re in there.  Come out and we won’t bite hard.”  The light soldier laughs and starts looking around.  He takes a few steps up and looks behind a table.  Kurio stands up and fires his plasma rifle.  The soldier liquefied.   Few that was close.   I felt reassured and we pressed on.  Each soldier we encountered ended with a swift attack.  We got through many corridors and rooms and finally we reached the torpedo bay.  No one was in sight.

San zyuu nana and Kurio dash for the controller.  Kurio repositions the torpedo and San zyuu nana enters the access codes.  We fire.  BOOM!  The frigate falls about 800 yards from the ship.  “Now let’s take the rest of these vermin down and rebuild Muzukashi!”  Kurio and San zyuu nana head out the room.  Before San zyuu nana disappears he throws me a communicator.  “We’ll call you when the ship is secure.”

I look at a computer screen to get an estimate of the damage.  17 floors destroyed, engine room damaged, weapons lost, shields down, missing crew, and three of the four generators down.  Kyuu zyuu kyuu immediately starts resuscitating crewmen and she revives Sasquash who was out cold.  What a mess.  Kurio comes on the communicator, “The ship is secure we captured the guys with the vacuum cleaner and we recovered thirty five of the fifty engineers.  They have already commenced with the repairs.”

It took nearly five months of non-stop work to get the systems of Muzukashi back in order.  I was a nervous wreck.  I shouted orders and put everyone on their highest attention.  We had little resistance from the fledgling frigate.  The survivors begged us to let them live.  So they defected and joined our crew.  We now had twice the hands that we had before.  They were rather easy to subdue.  The head of command of our light defected infantry is Simon.  They have renamed themselves the shadow light operative.  We stripped the frigate dry and used its pieces to rebuild Muzukashi.  Now the ship is fully operational.  We recovered our crew and are heading once again toward Krystal Planet.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

We are heading straight toward the Krystal planet when an organic spacecraft intercepts us.  It is an armada.  It’s the blobs again.  They shoot red beams of light that damage our ship’s reinforced armor.  Two vessels attach their selves to our ship and blob battalions raid all decks.  They scream.  We hide behind tables and blast our plasma weapons.  Some die but many survive and infect our ship.  The light and shadow operative are called in and they have found a way to contain and control the creatures.  They shoot the blobs with ray guns and they dissolve.

Kurio and a small detachment of shadow block the entrance to the bridge.  More and more keep coming.  “There is no end to this madness!”  Kurio yells, “Get these people out of there!”  Some shadow guards pull shadow tech out of the infected doorways and halls.  Laser beams start growing out of the infected ceiling and walls.  Some shadow are eaten and absorbed giving the blobs more strength.  

Kyuu Zyuu Kyuu leaves the bridge and starts helping injured shadow and evacuation from infected levels.  An estimated 34% of Muzukashi is infected and the infection is growing.

Simon appears before me and informs me we can destroy their ships if set the plasma cannons and torpedoes with their forbidden technology.  We agree.  The weapons corridor is filled with the light and shadow operative.  

“How much longer?”

“Not sure I am not used to tinkering with shadow technology. I did not go to school for this!  I suggest you seal off the infected levels to slow down the plague.”

“Right!”  I order San zyuu nana to seal off 17 levels of the ship.

“There are still people trapped there!” Kyuu zyuu kyuu pleaded.

“How much more time Simon?”

“Almost there.”
They breach through Kurio and his men.  They are overwhelmed.  They crash into the bridge and start infecting all the computers.

“Tactical!  Do we still have tactical?”  I start to pant.  I gobble down some risperdal.  “Where is everybody?”

Radios with our shadow talking through them start disconnecting one after the other.  Almost the whole ship is silent.  The ship’s computers start failing.  Life support is starting to be eroded away.  Oxygen levels are dropping and carbon monoxide is rising.  Acid juice begins melting away the walls and floors of Muzukashi.

Simon improves our weapons.  “Captain Orion, turn on the sprinklers!”  I turn them on and green water starts pouring down on everyone.  The blob cocoon and infected machinery begin to vanish.

Our ship suffers more explosions.  We may lose the ship!  I start to call for an evacuation when Simon calls, “they’re ready!  Fire!”  13 vessels explode.  The rest are in retreat.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

We stop and hide in an asteroid belt.  No one should find us here.  It’s time to rest, repair, and regroup before our meeting with the matriarch of the Chrysalis.  Most of the structure of Muzukashi is in ruin.  Sleeping quarters destroyed.  Bathrooms destroyed.  Main halls and corridors filled with holes.  It will take weeks to repair all the damaged parts of the ship.  This asteroid belt will serve as both a secret hiding place and also a staging ground for incorporating new materials to repair our vessel.

I call for a meeting.  Everyone of command position meet in the my quarters or what’s left of my quarters.  San zyuu nana, Kurio, Co Co, Sasquash, Simon, and Kyuu zyuu kyuu enters my quarters.

“What’s the news?”

Kyuu zyuu kyuu began, “a lot of our men are injured and some need surgery.  I have a few of the healthier crewmen to assist me in helping everyone recover.  There is no place to sleep and many of the crew are working themselves to death without getting suffieient rest. I suggest you repair a few halls so that our men can get proper sleep before they resume repairing the ship any further.”

“Alright. We will change the repairing schedule.”

Simon added, “I have enhanced the weapons supply and the sprinkler system to go off automatically if we are invaded by the blob aliens again.  Some of my men are injured and seeking treatment.  We need more resources to better equip our men in case of an another attack by the blob.”

Sasquash adds, “Communication and navigational controls are dead in the water.  It will take weeks to repair.  Most of the men who worked in these areas are either dead or missing.”

“Yes but can you get these repaired?”

“Maybe we just did an overhaul in the systems just to get us to this asteroid belt.  I suggest you start sending some men to collect resources to help in the rebuilding process.”

Co Co interrupts, “hello engine room needs first attention.  We won’t be able to move anywhere without the proper equipment which has been dissolved and destroyed.  We are going to need to rebuild the engines from scratch and life support to many floors.  About 20 levels are completely destroyed.  If we don’t have the materials in this region to repair it then we are going to be stuck here for a long time and you can say forget it to the invading light fleet that is heading toward shadow planet to destroy it.”

San zyuu nana, “weapons seem to be the only thing that works.  We can use this to our advantage.  We can use our particle cannon to rip these big rocks to shreds.  It will speed up the rebuilding process and mineral harvesting.  I have already equipped two of our shuttles with particle cannons and they should be ready to leave as of right now.”

“Okay, we will send some men to start the harvesting process.”

“Make sure they are rested.  We cannot afford any mistakes.  Or resources are low and man power gone.  Everyone is just dead tired from their last encounter with the blob,” interrupts Kyuu zyuu kyuu.

Kurio ends, “We will split our men into three groups.  One is the harvesting, one is repair, and the last is rest group.  If we keep to the schedule and nothing unexpected happens we should be operational in 1 month.  Not sure where that will put us in getting help against Baker though.  This is the only reasonable course of action.  Of course in 1 month we won’t be 100% but perhaps 40%.  The rest can be repaired when we go finding the matriarch.  The condition of the ship will not be a problem when contacting the Krystal planet because we won’t be starting up a fight with them.  Perhaps they could assist us in repairs if we just ask.”

“Very good.  Let’s get back to work!

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

“Trust the bugs.”
“They will save you.”
“Trust the bugs.”
“They will save you.”
“Trust the bugs.”
“They will save you.”
“Be persistent.”

We reached Krystal Planet.  We hail them and no one responds.  “Captain are you sure we got the right place?” asked Sasquash. “Yes.  San zyuu nana, Kurio, and Kyuu zyuu kyuu come with me.”  We leave and head toward the shuttle bay.  We board and Kurio inputs the destination in the computer. 

We land in an indomitable climate.  We keep our space suits on and we start walking through a desert pasture.  Nothing is alive or in sight.  Just cracks on the dirt sand and deep crevasses on the ground.  Kyuu zyuu kyuu picks up a lifeform in the distance.

We reach the destination and see a deep hole in the ground.  We see an insect covered in crystals.  A shreak and shout.  I can’t understand.  I turn on the star and I hear “We are Chrysalis.  Shadow, Why are you here?”

“May I speak with your matriarch?”

“We are many and you are few.  Why?”

“I need your help.”

“Why?”

“The light brethren have become dangerous.  They threaten everybody and they will soon be after you.”

“The light are not a danger.  We can deal with them.”

“I am Orion.  Hand chosen by the shadow tribe as an ambassador from their world and Earth.  Please we must speak with her.”

“Very well, Orion.  Come with me.”

The spiderlike insect spun a web and we are lowered into the further reaches of the fissure.  There were crystals everywhere.   A colony of thousands worked in unison.  Some flew, others walked, some made goo, and others patrolled.  It was a busy colony and everyone worked.

We reached the center of the colony and there was a huge insect.  “Please eat.”  We check our readings and there was oxygen here.  We took off our suits.  We sat together.  Kurio sat, followed by San zyuu nana, Kyuu zyuu kyuu and me.  The food served was a yellowish green paste.  “Please eat.”  I tasted it, “Mmmm, It tastes like peanut butter but watery.  I dive my head down away from everyone and puke.  “No like.”
“Yes I do.  I just am a little sick from all the walking.”  I reach into my pocket and eat my last cookie.

“Why has Orion visit us?”

“We need your help.”

“First eat then prove yourself.”

“What do you mean?”

“Orion is the strongest spiritually connected god of Earth and Shadow.  He is a descendent of a long chain of gods of the shadow and Earth.  Please.  Show me your strength.”

I walk toward a pit and jump in.  A scorpion the size of an elephant jumps in.  “Please, show me your strength.”

I pick up my lance and dive toward the beast.  It deflects my lance and slashes me on the arm.  I stagger and breathe hard.  This may be the end.  The infernal voices hammer my conciousness.

“Hit between the eyes.”
“That’s the weak point.”
“Hit between the eyes.”
“That’s the weak point.”
“Hit between the eyes.”
“That’s the weak point.”

I turn off the shade amplifier and 12 shadows leap toward the beast.  I run in afterwards and stab the scorpion between the eyes and it stops dead.

“I see you use Krystal technology.”
“We like.  We shall help you.”

The Krystal workers swarm around our battered ship and immediately start repairing it.  It only takes a few hours and our ship was fully functional again.  As we leave the planet and a swarm of a billion flying insects are behind us.  We head directly for the shadow planet where the light battle fleet is stationed.  When we reach it.  The planet below is nuked by light explosives.  It seems that the light have given up trying to subjugate the shadow tribe.  There are one mother-ship, five battleships, one carrier, and one frigate.  It doesn’t look like they reinforced their numbers.  

“Hail them, Sasquash.”

“Yes captain.”

“I see your still alive Orion.”

“Let’s settle this.”

“Come and try to catch me.  Don’t forget who is at stake here!  The shadow tribe are the real bad guys.  They would not listen to reason.  They are the ones who started the war! We were just defending ourselves.  Freedom!  Democracy!  Liberty!  Justice!”

“Lies!  All lies! Captain don’t listen to him!”  The swarm rips through two battleships.

“Lay in a course and dock with the mother-ship.  I will handle this myself.”

The swarm rips through one carrier and one frigate.  I hail the matriarch of Chrysalis, “Hold fire.”

“Very well.”  The swarm surround the remaining light ships but don’t fire.

I enter the mother-ship and start heading toward the bridge.  I cut through all the light that get in the way.  I fight my way to the bridge.  “Here we are!  My shinning pupil!  Come to restore order and balance to the world?  Ana!”

Ana?  I thought she was dead?  I see a bionic reploid.  “Here we go, around two!”  She dives for me with her metal claws.  She slices and dices.  I dodge the attacks.  I turn off the shade amplifier and 12 shadow warriors appear and pin her down.  I pick up the lance and toss her aside.  “Baker you will die!”  The camel man sits down and gives up.  I put my lance down and walk toward the communications controller.   Then Baker spits a fire bolt at my back.  I fall to the floor.  I feel cold and numb.  “I can rebuild the light and we will crush everyone.  Ana!  Kill this man!  She pushes the 12 shadows aside and pulls out a claw.  I can’t move.   I am paralyzed.  I barely move.  She puts the claw to my neck.  “I am going to saver this!”  

All of a sudden I can move my own shadow.  It grabs my lance and it stabs Ana again but in the heart.  “How?”  “You forget I am the demigod of the shadow.”  My shadow races toward baker and pins him down.  My shadow calls for reinforcements.  Kurio appears and picks up my broken body.

“Thanks, Kurio.  Let’s get out of here.”  I escape the mother-ship as a shadow and I call the matriarch to finish off the light.  The light armada crumbles and we are all free.  There is dancing everywhere and everyone on shadow planet are rejoicing.  The light world is in disarray and workers from Krystal and shadow are rebuilding their society.  Balance is restored. 

PART III

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

I am a shadow.  My body is disconnected from me.  It is not dead or decomposing but an empty shell.  Somehow there must be a way to reunite my shadow with my body.  I travel through the streets of shadow city and end up at the pyramid again.

“Unahara, is there a way to reunite my body with my shadow.”

“Yes but you must find it in Earth.”

“Where?”

“I don’t know.  It is a inside of a castle in New York.  If you find it you have to bring your body to the light chamber and the forces of heaven will come down on you and you will be reunited.”

“Where?”

“I don’t know it’s in some place known as Glen Island.  But be careful there are men who fish for gigantic whales and dogs that run with people and toys and children that play nonstop.  It is a total hellish island.  It is a tremendous island.  The size of many worlds all wrapped up in one messy maze.  But normal people will not find the hidden source of the gods!  Oh well.  Good luck!”

Kurio comes up to me holding my body.  “Thanks Kurio, let’s get started.”  We step through the gate.

We were in my community college again. There were yellow tapes everywhere and police everywhere.  It was nighttime and we slowly and carefully leave the college premises.  We walk through the city and get in a taxi.

Kurio manipulates my body and pretends to speak.  “Well, laga cou cou, need to get to Glen Island.  Go How much?”

“$50”

Will this due, Kurio uses my body’s hand to toss him a nugget of gold.  “If you treat us well there will be more where that’s coming from!”

“Wow.  Solid gold.  I’m your man.”

“Thanks.”

We reach Glen Island. “Take us to the castle.”  We drive to a small castle that is boarded up and abandoned.  “Thanks,” Kurio drops another gold nugget.

“Take your time man.”  The cabby sees my body drift in space and jump through and break a boarded up window.  He scratches his head in confusion.

“Now we wait till morning Orion.”

Morning came and my body and I reformed again.

“Now its time to go back to my old life.  I did everything right?  There should be no problems right?”

I hear a loud cry.  Blobs are swallowing up people and destroying everything in their path.  They are headed toward us.  We jump in the cab and tell it to ride as fast as hell.  It seems that the rest of the blob retreated to this world where the shadow and Krystal people were virtually nonexistent.  We call Unahara and they start sending men through the gate.

It’s over the news.  News casters are being swallowed up and eaten.  Everyone is in disarray.  Everyone screaming as they get gobbled up and eaten.  Cars are usurped and buildings crumble.  The streets are filled with shadows and gigantic insects fighting blobs.  

“Simon, where is Simon?”

“He is on his way.”

“Not good enough.  There won’t be an earth left if he does not get here with his weapons.”

Kurio says, “Well at least your back together again.”

“Call Unahara, maybe we can fit our ship through the gate.”

“It would destroy everything in its path.”

“There won’t be anything without this.”

We inform Unahara and my vessel goes through the gate.  The college campus is completely destroyed.  I am onboard the ship and start firing lasers and torpedoes at the blobs.

They are squelched. 

The world is left in disarray as the shadow and Krystals defeat and finish off the last of the blobs.  None are left standing.  We exit from the world and its in ruins.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

The rebuilding of the world unites humans, Krystal insects, shadows, and the light.  Everyone is rebuilding.  The matriarch dispatched its best skilled workers to rebuild Earth and rainbow planet.  There is now open communication between the races and peace has been restored.  I spend my days teaching humans about the wonders of intergalactic space and multi-dimensional travel.

THE END


